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About This Game

Last Encounter is a twin-stick action roguelite in deep space following a group of heroes trying to prevent the unavoidable by
cloning their ships and designing their weapons with swappable components.

Advanced technology lets you and your friends clone your avatars so death is not the end. Teleport into new sectors of space,
discovering the ever-changing, procedurally generated layouts and hazards filled with strange beings and alien environments.

Find dozens of advanced weapon components scattered throughout diverse galaxy biomes. Combine the pieces as you see fit to
create the strongest weapon in the universe.
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Choose from a variety of unlockable ships and pilots and prove your skills against alien ships and bosses in the far reaches of
space.

Last Encounter does not have predefined weapons. Dr. Daniel Connor has found a way to use alien technology through a unique
component based weapon system. Research enables you to combine components into deadly designs, like Homing Gatling

Rockets, Poison Flak Shells or the Triple Bouncing Laser Beam on the image above.

What components will you find in the depths of space? What weapons will you craft?

Your mission sends you into deep space, many galaxies from home. Since not every pilot makes it back, or very far to be
honest, Dr. Connor has a cloning device which lets him create new pilots to send on the mission.

The problem with the portals though is that they are unreliable. You will end up in the same galaxies, most likely. But that does
not mean they’ll be familiar. Every time you jump through a portal you’ll be in a galaxy sector you most likely have not seen

before

On your journey deep into unexplored sectors you will encounter both human remains and alien species. These strange beings
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might join you on your adventure and grow your pool of available pilots.

Each pilot comes with their special traits. Some of them rely on speed and agility, while others prefer raw force.

Besides pilots, you’ll also be growing your collection of space crafts in your home base. Ships have varied hulls and shields. But
what mostly makes them apart are their special abilities. Cloaking devices, EMP bombs, Weapon Augmentations, you name it!

Alien weaponry systems hold dozens of weapon components which can be designed into hundreds of weapons. With the various
weapon systems, pilots and ships there are thousands of combinations you can use to your advantage, or doom.

Although it’s perfectly acceptable for you to take on the mission by yourself, if you do prefer company, you can team up with
three more pilots in local co-op.

The friendly pilots will join in on your mission wherever you left off. You’ll be sharing the same progress, money pool and
technology resources on your adventure into the unknown.

Welcome to Last Encounter!
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I did come very close to giving this game a thumbs down, if only on the basis that the storefront (in fact, all the storefronts, also
on Android, Xbox, PS4) is deliberately misleading about what Funk of Titans actually is. The short and narrow of the issue: if
you're looking for a traditional 2.5D platformer that lets you explore levels, this isn't it. Funk of Titans is an autorunner, of the
same ilk as games like Bit.Trip Runner and Rayman Jungle Run.

That means that your character follows a pre-determined path and you are given the opportunity to perform actions at the right
moments. The simplistic nature of the controls for such games makes them ideal fodder for mobile stores, and indeed, FoT
started out as a mobile game whose premise - taking the myth of Perseus and turning it into a Blaxpoitation parody, complete
with a version of Zeus that has a little more than a passing resemblance to Samuel L. Jackson. It doesn't take itself particularly
seriously - the game is littered with nerd gags in the form of collectables and unlockables.

So, with that being out of the way now, what are we looking at. Three worlds, 42 levels in total, you're looking at around 2-3
hours of playtime if you breeze through without trying to get all three medals, around 6 hours of playtime if you're a
completionist and call for all three medals on each level, try to level up to the maximum and get all 21 achievements. It isn't a
challenging game, even for the most casual gamer, and relies a lot more on blunt memory recall than skill. The secrets (in each
case a Pegasus statue that gives you one of the requisite medals and grants you access to an end-of-level minigame) are pretty
much signposted - you might miss them on the first run, but you'll know where it is by the time you come to your second run-
through. Said minigame, which involves Perseus riding the game's version of Pegasus (a jet engine with a horse's head mounted
on it) is funny the first time, fun the next few times, and teeth-gnashingly tedious and monotonous once you've had to go
through it the 50th time.

Controls are responsive enough, although combat doesn't require a great deal of skill, with some very generous collision
detection.

Graphically, it's a straight mobile port of a Unity Engine game, so you're looking that's par for the course with this type of game
- PS2-level geometry, texture and shadow effects combined with some very in-your-face lighting effects. The music, which
appears to have been licensed from an external composer, is top-notch, and it's a pity that there's no separate soundtrack
available.

Knowing what you're getting, Funk of Titans is a fun, functional little casual time-waster that'll give you a few hours of
entertainment. But it's also painful to witness the potential of such an imaginative principle being wasted on such a banal
principle, and I hope Crowd of Monsters revives Funky Perseus at some point to give us a fully-fledged platformer one day,
because goodness knows, the imaginative story and style deserves better than this.. Unplayable, broken garbage. Crashes at
random points on SteamOS\/Linux without warning....levels unlock in a random order...game sometimes decides you've passed
the level and gives you the achievement for "minimum number of portals" despite not clicking a single time...

And the physics are HORRIBLE. It's like trying to play a third-person Portal where everything including yourself is made out of
jelly.. bad game you got almost no time to enjoy the view.... well hello everyone i made a review of the game(didnt know the
release would be so soon afterwards) so anyone who's on the fence of buying the game this is a simple turn based gmae but far
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from simple in difficulty and enjoyment hopefully the video is helpful

https:\/\/youtu.be\/5o9Buxu_sGI. This game is incredible. The puzzles are difficult and surreal but still make perfect sense. The
atmosphere manages to be as dark and eerie as the rest of the series. And the story wraps up almost the whole series perfectly.
it's also longer than other games in the series, with more content than any of the others. This is my favourite game in the series
and that's saying something.. i love it!. you are putin on a mission to kill ISIS troops! so AMAZING gameplay. atleast the
soundtrack of the game. Loving the earrape at the first time launch. 10/10. So, the russian guy.
Even considering how his page on ovk website is all SOVI\u042dT and stuff, they didn't go all the way with this, which is kinda
great. The voice of Sokol is pretty sweet and enjoyable, has MASSIVE russian accent and some phrases serve great comedy. He
doesn't talk russian much, but he does, and all phrases are funny if you understand russian (for example, I got the pager line
when he's calling the pager guy a dummy in russian, disguising it as an "everything is fine in russian"). This is the first character
to literally make me laugh for a while. And he swears in russain, too. No, I haven't heard him
say\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but he says NIHUYA SEBE
(holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 me) and PIZDETS. And the last note on the
character, no, there's no special interaction with Jacket, he just calls him normally, with his huge accent.
And now for the main reason I bought it first when I saw it: the VALkiria rifle. I loved it since I played STALKER, and I was
really surprised that it is an amazing weapon. It has 40dmg and 16 accuracy by default, and it's also silenced (and there's no way
around it). And it reaches 51dmg with that one ghost skill, making it hit better than a maxed out CAR-4 with the CAR\\AK dlc.
And it has 10 more rounds in its ammo pool than all of the "great" assault rifles, and a great ammo pickup. But it has downsides:
not many mods and a magazine of 20. So if you're caught offguard by a taser - you're screwed, just like with a bow. But it really
shines if you start switching between auto and single fire constantly depending on range and situation, so it's all fine.
So, my opinion on this dlc is REALLY GREAT ONE. Great heister, amazing primary, and a boring, but maybe op perk deck.
I'd give it a 10, it's not that vital of a dlc, but great fun. Highly recomend you getting it.. While not for everyone due to the high
bar of difficulty Rhem IV and the Rhem games in general are some of the most pure puzzle experiences you can get. The
difficulty is a necessary element for these games to feel so satisfying - they drop you into a world that you slowly unlock over
time - finding a new area wouldn't feel rewarding if getting to it was easy. Every puzzle has a hint for it somewhere across the
map, and the puzzles require some creative thinking to solve, but when you enter a complex code into a console and click the
button to open a door, when the door slides open, it is a feeling only a Rhem game can evoke.

Rhem IV has one of the most non linear maps in the series, as well as one as probably one of the series' hardest puzzles, but it
also ends up being one of the best. The extra content included in this special edition is also a nice treat, extending the game for a
few more hours and terraforming some of the map in such a way so that it feels like the content was supposed to be there all
along.. I am Super Fans of DJMAX ... So I bought this game for my love <3 I really love the game but it is really hard to fc on
the first time v3v Gameplay:10 Animation:7.5 (Some effects are leggy) Music:9.5 ( I want more)

There is an update ><" Do I need to download DLC !? Where can I download that !? Thank you <3
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PROS:
+ big campaign map
+ various factions available to play
+ fun & tactical gameplay
+ TONS of cool mods
+ ancient times atmosphere

CONS:
- slightly clunky unit AI
- much less content than the base game makes this more a DLC than an expansion
- wonky diplomacy system against AI
- weak multiplayer

Comment:
This is the expansion for the phenomenal RTW. While not bad it certainly has less content (less units, less nations) and I
personally am not that into the Macedonian battle style (meaning I suck at it). Main mechanics from RTW remain although the
campaign map is different. I recommend some of the mods like Europa Barbarorum that enhance this expansion and make it
really good. My final decision is to recommend it as it is not expensive and playable. But it is up to you if you want the complete
RTW package. So even if this expansion is the weakest point of the pack I still think it is worth getting.
------------------------------------------------------------------
If you liked this review you can find more on the Curator page or in my Review Corner.. It's horrible. Really stupid that we
cant have a private zombies match. not worth the $40 i spent on this game. For 2$ i think this game is sweet, youll have to do
some reading to figure out how things work, but once you get going its not bad. I would rate this game a 5/10. This DLC adds
new side missions and some gear. I personally bought this addition to the game because of the missions. I enjoyed them for me
it's worth it. I suggest buying this DLC when it's on sale. The description says what is included, so leaving a negative review for
that would give other players who want to buy Homeland DLC the wrong impression. It works fine too.
As for activation, write down on paper or something the CD key\/code of the DLC which you will get. When you start the
game, from the main menu go to Extras and from there Redeem Code; You have to type the code yourself, copy\/paste doesn't
work. Activated it and you are good to go.. For only 0,89 it was grate! very short but entertaning. Love love loooove to have
more puzzles (maybe some without timepresure :p personaly not a fan of that) The grafics was extremy nice even on my barely
OK computer. Very fun small tings to find in the "wizard office" love to have more cool things in there, it was abit dark in there
so little hard to see. did feel a little sad for the guy that didnt get paid T.T poor thing.
The movment was a little slow untill i figure out that it was faster when i move with both controls.
Like to have someting so you can go back to the puzzles again...to you can play the one that you have finished again.. I am
excited to see games like this turning up on steam. A departure from the standard grizzled white American, play an Iranian pilot
fighting the Iraqis in the 1980s.
Great comic style cut scenes.
Mediocre game play.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/QqM755wcN_M. \ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. I think this was the
firstYDKJ game I ever played. There was a demo for it on a pinball game I had. My preteen self having never seen anything like
this before loved the crap out of the hillarity. Never managed to buy the actual game untill now :). Boom* Your tank has been
destroyed...
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